
Grades 3–8



What does this series do? 
Get Set for Math New York prepares students for the New York State 
Common Core Test. Lessons review the Common Core Learning 
Standards (CCLS) and familiarize students with the challenging 
item types they’ll face on test day. Components include student 
workbooks and annotated teacher’s editions. 

Grades 3–8



Connections to the Common Core 
Learning Standards (CCLS)

•  Written directly to the CCLS domains 

•  Item types on the NY State  
Common Core Test



Step-By-Step Instruction
Each lesson begins with a focus lesson, which addresses the Standard(s) 
designated for the lesson. In the sample question that follows, students 
will work through a sequence of questions that guide their thinking.



Step-By-Step Instruction
Where appropriate, multiple standards are addressed in a lesson 
to link major topics at grade level.



Guided Practice 
The guided practice items pose multistep questions with hints  
to direct students in forming their answers.



Independent Practice 
The independent practice section features a 
number of different problem types, including 
those used in the NY State Common Core 
Test. Some items require students to perform 
multiple steps to find the correct answer.  
Tasks required of students vary; they may:

• Perform computations

• Plot points on a coordinate plane

• Answer multiple-choice questions  
with more than one right answer

• Complete a table

• Measure or draw a figure



Flashcards
Flashcards in the back of the book help students learn important symbols, 
formulas, and concepts from the lessons. Blank cards are also provided. 
Students can work independently or with their class to create new 
flashcards for challenging topics.



Teaching Support
The annotated teacher’s edition provides comprehensive  
support from Focus Lessons to Independent Practice.  

• NY Common Core Learning Standards and  
Depth of Knowledge (DOK) correlations

• suggestions for use/teaching strategies

• hands-on extension activities

• annotated student pages with item  
rationale and commentary



Teaching Support
Reproducibles

• bonus lessons

• cut-out tools

• reference sheet



Affordable Pricing

Student Workbook
5 or more copies of the same 
workbook $14.10 each

Annotated Teacher’s Edition
$25.10

Classroom Set
25 copies of the same printed workbook plus  
an annotated teacher’s edition $366.00 Grades 3–8

Prices subject to change without notice.


